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Clay artists, like other visual artists, often
explore a "big idea," or theme, by creating
a set of works that are connected in some

way. A group of pots, forms, or figures
that have a sense of continuity-whether
in shape, color, topic, style, or design-is
called a series. Although the pieces are

similar, each member of a series is unique.

ffi Should creating thrown
tableware be considered to be "working in
a series"? Why or why not?

ffi Select a form that you made in
one of the earlier exercises using the
pinch, coil, slab, or throw methods. It can

be a successful piece or one that you feel

could be improved. Think about a unifying
factor to use in your series.
* Construct at least three more forms of

similar shape and size using the earlier
example as a guide. This group will be

the basis for your series.
a Determine how to capture similarities

among the pieces. Could it be through
shape, texture, or color?

Narne the unifying factars for these three vessels. How are their surface treatrnents and
decorative aspects similar? How is each piece different from the others?
Student *'ork, Eric Wohlstadter,Fig.6-27 (Ieft). BtLrn Arvay; Fig. 6-28 ftniddle). A Patern of Parients;
Fig. 6-29 (.right). Dau,n,2009. Raku-fired, rhrorvn.
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Decide how to make each piece unique.

Could it be by utilizing textural con-

trasts on the different surfaces or by

forming outgrowths and protrusions on

the body? Perhaps you could use a differ-

ent design format with a unifying theme

to decorate each piece using slip or gIaze.

Finish your pieces and be prepared to

discuss how you achieved balance and

unity within the series.

Fig. 6-30. What similarities do you see

among the plates in this series? llow is
each piece unique?
Student work, Kevin Sakaguchi, Ko-nj Plates,2A0B

Stoneu.are, Shino, ink additions, cone 10.

Fig. 6-31, llow would you describe this seriBs?

Can you name at least three unifying featr'lres?

Student work, Stacia Slowey, Crystalllne Batties Set,2AA7 .

Wheel-thrown stoneware. fired in electric ki1n.

What do you think is the "big idea" behind this
series of sculptures? What construction and
finishing techniques help unify them?
Studert n'ork, Gabriei Vinas,

Fig. 6-32 (lett'). Guidance;

Fig" 6-33 rriddle).,lcpL r:
Fig" 6-34 (tigbt). Guffau;

2009. Ceramic, stoneware.
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